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Red Hat completes open sourcing of 3scale code [2]

At Red Hat we have always been proud of our open source heritage and commitment. We are
delighted that more of the industry now shares our viewpoint, and more companies are looking
to promote their open source bona fides of late.
Open source software energizes developers and teams of committed developers working in
parallel can outproduce the large development hierarchies of the last generation. We believe
working upstream with open source communities is an important innovation strategy.
Occasionally, however, innovation does originate in traditional commercial organizations
under a proprietary development model. Three years ago, Red Hat discovered just such a
company that was doing exciting things in the API economy.

Enbies and women in FOSS Wikipedia edit-a-thon [3]

To be brief, I?ll be hosting a Wikipedia edit-a-thon on enbies and women in free and open
source software, on June 2nd, from 16:00 ? 19:00 EDT. I?d love remote participants, but if
you?re in the Boston area you are more than welcome over to my place for pancakes and
collaboration times.

LibreOffice Conference 2020, it could be in your city [4]

LibreOffice Conference 2020 will be an event to remember, for a couple of reasons: it will be
the 10th of a series of successful conferences, and it will celebrate the 10th anniversary of the
LibreOffice project and the 20th of the FOSS office suite. In 2020, The Document Foundation
will be on stage at many FOSS events around the world, and the LibreOffice Conference will
be the most important of the year. Organizing this conference is a unique opportunity for
FOSS communities, because the event will make the history of free open source software.

DataStax and the Modern Commercial Open Source Business [5]

One month ago, Google announced a set of partnerships with seven commercial open source
providers. Among those announced was DataStax, which held its annual conference this year
and, for the first time, an analyst day. While DataStax and the open source project it is based
on, Cassandra, are differentiated on a technical basis, the company also represents an
interesting contrast with its peers directionally both among the newly minted Google partners
and more broadly.
Of the seven commercial open source partners Google announced, for example, DataStax is
one of two along with InfluxData that has not introduced a non-open source, hybrid license as
a means of protecting itself from competition from the cloud providers. This is not, notably,
because the company doesn?t seem them as a threat; asked about who the competition was in
the analyst sessions, the CEO of DataStax candidly acknowledged that the company?s primary
competitive focus was not on premise competition such as Oracle, but cloud-based managed
services offerings.

IGEL Developing Linux Distro For Windows Virtual Desktop Users [6] [Ed: IGEL used to support #GNU/Linux and now it's
just helping Microsoft enslave GNU/Linux insider Windows with NSA back doors.]
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